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ABSTRACT 

Additive Manufacturing refers to a process by which digital 3D design data is used to build up a component in layers by 

depositing material. It clearly distinguished from conventional methods of material removal. Additive Manufacturing is a process 

which builds up components layer by layer using materials which are available in fine powder form, instead of milling a work 

piece from solid block. A range of different metals, plastics and composite materials may be used. The mechanical properties like 

strengths and manufacturing complex geometry with lattice structure of Additive Manufacturing is the limitations of conventional 

manufacturing. The technology is gaining interest where a new approach to design and manufacturing is required. It enables a 

design-driven production manufacturing process, where design determines production and not the other way around. The aim of 

the paper id to carry out the literature review of studies which deals with the influence of 3D printed components over 

conventional manufactured components .  

Keywords— 3D printing, conventional method, mechanical , physical properties, ANSYS. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As additive manufacturing (AM) evolves from Rapid 

Prototyping (RP) to the end-of-use product manufacturing 

process, manufacturing constraints have been largely 

alleviated and design freedom for part consolidation is 

extremely broadened. Layer manufacturing technology 

exhibits a high potential in the field of rapid manufacturing, 

due to its capability to directly build up three-dimensional 

metallic components. Additionally AM enabled part 

consolidation which promises a more effective way to achieve 

part count reduction and the ease of assembly compared with 

traditional Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DFMA) 

method. However, how to achieve part consolidation in AM is 

not well developed. Selective laser sintering/melting 

(SLS/SLM) is a manufacturing process where parts without 

any special tooling are made directly from 3D CAD data. 

SLS/SLM is advantageous in comparison with the other 

methods for manufacturing parts with complex geometry and 

light weight inner structures. SLM technology is designed to 

produce near-full-density objects with mechanical properties 

comparable to those of bulk materials and to offer significant 

time savings by eliminating or considerably reducing post-

processing steps. The current industrial requirement is to 

produce parts with a micron-scale resolution and a relief 

height ranging from hundreds of micrometers up to several 

centimeters.  

 

Fig .EOSINT M270 
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SLM technology is used in the above 3D printing machine  

EOSINT M270 can manufacture parts with the desired 

microstructure as well as macrostructure .In order to stay 

competitive in modern production industry, products should be 

designed and manufactured within the following two opposite 

objectives: decreasing time and cost; increasing quality and 

flexibility. As AM process evolves from RP (Rapid 

Prototyping) to the end-of-use product manufacturing method, 

manufacturing constraints are largely alleviated and the design 

freedom is extremely expanded. For example, design 

limitations by conventional manufacturability such as uniform 

wall thickness, avoiding sharp corners, and minimizing weld 

lines in injection molding can be overcome by AM. In this 

review paper we tried to collect various studies on Design 

Methodology for AM, reduction of assembly of parts, 

controlling of various process parameters governing the 

microstructural and mechanical properties, strength in vertical 

and horizontal direction of components, fatigue crack of 

growth behavior, surface finish, cost comparison for AM 

process and comparative studies of powder metallurgy 

components & AM with different examples. The objective of 

this paper will be helpful, as guidelines to more correctively 

carrying out the research work. 

2.MATERIALS AND METHOD 

In this paper we reviewed with the impact of additive 

manufacturing (AM), process parameters, microstrustral 

properties , tensile strength , hardness test and evaluation of 

strength comparative to traditinal manufacturing processes. 

Development of light structures for Aerospace & Aviation 

industries is very important ,which can be achieved only by  

the lattice 3D printing structures.Search engine was carried out 

using Science Direct, Elsevier, Crocedia ,search engine with 

keywords Additive Manufacturing,Direct Metal Laser 

Sintering (DMLS) physical and mechanical properties 

,analysis of 3D printed components .Over 70 papers were 

found published between year 2008-2015 and of which 13 

papers which mainly deals with the AM technigues ,design & 

evaluation of properties were short listed and reviewed. 2 

papers included the overview of evaluation of physical of 

Direct Laser Deposition Manufacturing (DLD) ,using titanium 

alloys  and stainless steel. Most of the studies included the 

additive manufacturing(AM), DLSM,SLM process,but the 

analysis for the funtional requirements of any components 

using selective laser melting is not invesgited using Finite 

element analysis can exacly show the stress distribution, can 

be studied futher. 

 

3.ADDITIVE MANUFRACTURING 

There are various factors which affects the pysical and 

mechanical properties & functitional requirements of various 

compnents .Density is the major factor which governs the 

strength and toughness of the components. In AM the part 

properties depend on the process parameters and structural 

properties rather than the purely on the material properties of 

the components.Today’s Industrial requirement is to produce 

parts with micron scale resolution ,high funtionality, increased 

strength ,reduce cost ,time and part count .All these stringent 

requirements of the worldwide industries can’t be fullfilled by 

the traditional manufracturing process.Thus investigation of 

the 3D printed components give assurance for quality and 

funtionality. 

 4. DISCUSSION 

Sheng Yang, Yunlong Tang, Yaoyao Fiona Zhao, (1) explains, 

a new part consolidation method considering functional 

integration and structure optimization .the functionality of 

components is achieved through better surface level function 

,integration and sequential part level function and integration 

based on design speciation. The authors explained to improve 

performance, heterogeneous lattice structure was introduced 

.they studied the performance and functionality of a triple 

clamp to verify the proposed methods .results showed that part 

count was reduced by 19 to 7 and weight by 205 was achieved. 

The results highlight and demonstrate the functionality and 

performance improvement.  

Remi Ponche, Olivier Kerbrat, Pascal Mognol, Jean-Yves 

Hascoet (2), explains the improvement in rapid prototyping 

technology (RPT) to develop efficient functional parts. 

Benefits like increase in productivity, with reduction in mass 

and cost and increases in parts functionality is obtained by 

using a new numerical chain based on a new design for 

additive manufacturing methodology. The numerical tools are 

discussed in detail for both design requirements and 

manufacturing specificities of thin walled metal parts as a case 

study. This methodology optimized the manufacturing paths to 
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propose a realistic CAD model in parallel with the 

corresponding manufacturing program.                                                                                                        

D. Cooper , J. Thornby , N. Blundell , R. Henrys , M.A. 

Williams (3),examines potential  benefits of ALM such as 

reduction of components weight. Example of Internal 

Combustion engine or exhaust valves are manufactured by 

reverse engineering using Micro-computed Tomography (µ-

CT) scanner and was redesigned using FEM ,for designing 

light weighted structure .The case study demonstrated 

reduction of 20% weight i.e. 9.4gm ,compared to original  

equipment manufacturer (OEM) component. .test was 

conducted for checking failure and internal cracks or 

significant deformation, at a speed of 175000 cycles, which 

showed negative result. The component passed all tests. The 

results showed the ,cost of ALM valves currently used in 

motor sports application of £1000 was reduced to £100.                                                     

C.P. Paul , S.K. Mishra, Atul Kumar, L.M. Kukreja (4), 

demonstrated analytical and experimental studies for different 

processing parameters for laser rapid manufacturing (LRM) in 

vertical direction using AISI304 stainless steel. Their 

investigations results that the rounded bulging phenomenon of 

the manufactured layer in downward direction was significant 

for scan speeds less than 200mm/min. A set of process 

parameters such as, powder feed rate ,scan speed ,laser power 

were identified for continuous material deposition .thus 

surface finish of vertical configuration was found better than 

that of horizontal foe the same setup of LRM.                                                                                                     

I. Yadroitsev , I. Shishkovsky , P. Bertrand , I. Smurov (5), 

studied the SLM process for 3D printed parts with near to net 

shape and internal geometry design at their computer 

modeling stage. They discussed the relation   between laser 

operational parameters, computer designs of the manufactured 

objects, composition and microstructure for attainment of fine 

porous structures. Experiments were performed to determine 

the influence of manufacturing strategy on anisotropy and 

regularity of the internal structures for samples made from 

stainless steel, nickel alloys and metal polymer powder. 

Results showed that the performance was optimized and 

designs were diversified for specific applications and improve 

efficiency due to the porous structures on the material filtering.                                                                                                                                                                                

A. Riemer, S. Leuders , M. Thone (6) discussed                        

the direct manufacturing techniques of individual and complex 

components but these components suffer from imperfections 

mostly micro pores and high residual stresses. The test 

conducted for fatigue load showed that these imperfections 

lead to premature failure and low performance. 316L stainless 

steel was investigated for fatigue performance which showed 

satisfactory results similar to conventionally processed 

stainless steel. 

Aref Yadollahi , Nima Shamsaei, (7) ,determined mechanical 

and microstructural properties of 316L stainless steel 

fabricated by Direct Laser Deposition (DLD) and compared 

with those of conventionally  built counterparts .The author  

fabricated nine cylindrical specimens in vertically upward 

direction using Laser Engineered net shaping (LENS) DLD 

system. Results indicate that the DLD samples have higher 

yield and ultimate tensile strength compared with the wrought 

forms. The thermal history showed that the microstructure  

and mechanical properties of DLD 316 SS are dependent on 

the time interval between deposits. Long local time interval 

showed higher uniform strength and low elongation to failure 

but the porosity and less integral to microstructure bonds are 

more prevalent in locations further upward from the build 

plate .Converse effects were realized for shorter time intervals 

.Thus the results suggest more aid for future design and 

control of DLD process parameters.                                                                                                           

Martin Baumers , Phill Dickens (8), investigated the impact of 

AM on economy of manufacturing sector .Comparative study 

of AM manufacturing of metal parts from Electron beam 

Melting (EBM) and direct laser sintering (DMLS) were 

examined to evaluate inter process cost performance. The high 

specific cost of material deposition was an obstacle for the 

implementation of this technology .The research of this paper 

demonstrated the productivity at different levels of system and 

suggested deposition rate are not sufficient for adoption of the 

EBM &DMLS techniques for high volume manufacturing 

applications .He has further discussed varying strategic 

requirement posed by market pull  and technology push 

modes. 

G. Bi, C.N. Sun, A. Gasser (9), measured the process 

monitoring and control in Laser Additive Manufacturing 

(LAAM). Results revealed that the geometry affects the melt 

pool temperature ,mostly where heat dissipation is limited 

.Laser beam can be defocused only to a certain extent to avoid 

insufficient power density ,which can cause clad surface and 

clad layer. During process control surface oxidation should be 
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avoided as it detoriates the LAAM process .Using path 

dependent process control dimensional accuracy of the 

deposited model can be improved.                                                                 

C. Sanz, V. Garcia Navas (10) ,carefully analyzed the surface 

integrity of the parts manufactured by Direct metal Laser 

Sintering (DMLS) for fulfillment of technical requirements 

.He has analyzed different Materials (i.e. marginal steel, CoCr, 

Inconel) parts to determine the optimum stress reveling 

treatments and mechanical finishing treatments .Results 

showed that the effects of plastic deformation is more than 

thermal factors ,which leads to high compressive residual 

stresses.                                                                                                                                   

Josef Sedlak, Daniel Rican (11) , focuses on the analyses of 

materials produced by direct laser sintering and classical 

additive method (i.e powder metallurgy).Detailed study of 

principles of direct metal laser sintering and their properties 

were done .He developed samples , analyzed them through 

light and electron microscopy and testing was carried by 

mechanical tensile test and Vickers hardness test .Results 

showed that hardness values of DLMS showed almost no 

pores and inclusion but huge amount of disruptions complex 

dirt.        

 Joe Bauer, Patrick Malone, (12), explained cost estimation 

challenges in Additive manufacturing as uses in Aerospace 

and Defense (A&D) have been previously restricted to rapid 

prototyping. Rapid prototyping allows engineers to determine 

design feasibility quickly, saving time and money. Shortened 

development cycles may result in getting the product to the 

user more quickly and for less money. Additive manufacturing 

could also mitigate some diminishing manufacturing source 

(DMS) issues. As sources shrink for obsolete weapon system 

components, end users could simply print a replacement 

component rather than rely on manufacturers to build small 

lots of spares or one-off components at prohibitively high cost. 

A.B. Spierings and M. Schneider (13), proposed that in the 

optimization of processing parameters for additive 

manufactured parts using, e.g. selective laser melting (SLM) 

or electron beam melting, the measurement of the part 

densities is essential and of high interest. However, there is no 

common standard. Different institutes and system providers 

are using their own principles and guidelines. They 

investigated the accuracies of the three measurement 

principles: Archimedes method, microscopic analysis of cross 

sections and X-ray scanning. Design methodology used a total 

of 15 test samples on five density levels (densities between 90 

and 99.5 per cent) were produced using the SLM process. The 

samples are analyzed regarding the accuracy of the 

measurement principles and their reproducibility taking into 

account influencing parameters like the buoyancy of a sample 

in air (Archimedes method) or different magnifications of a 

cross section. Results showed that the Archimedes method 

shows a very high accuracy (^0.08 per cent for high densities) 

and repeatability (^0.1 per cent) on all density levels. In 

contrast to the Archimedes method, taking a micrograph of a 

specific cross section allows influencing the resulting density 

and the coefficient of variation reaches values 0.4 per cent.  

Nima  Shamsaei, Aref  Yadollahi (14), demonstrated the 

mechanical behavior, and thus durability, of engineering 

components fabricated via laser-based additive manufacturing 

(LBAM). Hence, it is important to determine the mechanical 

properties of parts fabricated via LBAM as to predict their 

performance while in service. This that provides an overview 

of Direct Laser Deposition (DLD) for additive manufacturing 

(AM) of functional parts. The first part (Part I) provides a 

general overview of the thermo-fluid physics inherent to the 

DLD process. The objective of this current article (Part II) is to 

provide an overview of the mechanical characteristics and 

behavior of metallic parts fabricated via DLD, while also 

discussing methods to optimize and control the DLD process. 

Topics to be discussed include part microstructure, tensile 

properties, fatigue behavior and residual stress specifically 

with their relation to DLD and post-DLD process parameters 

(e.g. heat treatment, machining). 

5. RESULTS 

In our search most of the papers result outcome indicates that 

in 3D printing or Additive Manufacturing, the strength of the 

complex components with reduction in weight compared to 

conventional manufactured components .Time factor was 

highly influenced. Cost effectiveness was achieved for 

complex components of aerospace and defense applications 

using AM.                                                                                                                                          

6.CONCLUSION 

All papers written by different authors showed an 

improvement in the mechanical  and physical properties of the 
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components ,manufactured by 3D printing .More dense 

structiures with less weight and better funtionality with 

reduced time and cost compared to conventional process 

.However the materials used showed lack of Finite Element 

Analysis which could explain exactly  the stress distrubution 

under  a specific loading condition, using different materials 

and experimental method to validate this result are further 

needs to be investigated. 
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